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Abstract: We develop a formalism for describing the most general notion of tree-level
scattering amplitudes in 4d conformal higher spin theory. As conformal higher spin elds
obey higher-derivative equations of motion, there are many distinct on-shell external states
which may contribute to their scattering, some of which grow polynomially with time, lead-
ing to ill-dened amplitudes. We characterize the set of admissible scattering states which
produce nite tree amplitudes, noting that there are more such states than just standard
massless higher spins obeying two-derivative equations of motion. We use conformal gravity
as a prime example, where the set of scattering states includes the usual Einstein graviton
and a `ghost' massless spin 1 particle. An extension of the usual spinor helicity formalism
allows us to encode these scattering states eciently in terms of `twistor-spinors'. This
leads to compact momentum space expressions for all nite tree-level 3-point amplitudes
of conformal higher spin theory. While some of these 3-point amplitudes vanish (including
all those with only standard two-derivative higher spin external states), there are many
others which are non-vanishing. We also comment on the generalization to scattering of
conformal higher spins in AdS4.
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1 Introduction
Conformal higher spin (CHS) theory (see, e.g., [1{14]) is a formally consistent higher spin
model that has a local action with a at-space vacuum that generalizes spin 1 Maxwell
theory and spin 2 Weyl gravity to all spins.1 Locality for a symmetric traceless higher-spin
eld s = (a1:::as) implies the presence of 2s derivatives in the kinetic term and thus
non-unitarity. Despite this, there are many reasons why CHS theory is an interesting topic
for study, including its good UV behaviour, relationship with other conformal eld theories
and higher-spins in anti-de Sitter space (cf. [3, 15{19]).
1In this paper we only consider the case of 4 dimensions and bosonic integer spin elds.
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In such a higher-derivative theory, the denition of asymptotic states and scattering
amplitudes is non-trivial. Given the free spin s > 1 CHS equation in transverse traceless
gauge ss = 0, one can always choose a special solution (0)s satisfying the 2-derivative
spin s equation (0)s = 0. The latter has further on-shell gauge invariance which reduces
the number of independent solutions to the two of the standard massless spin s particle.
These massless spin s degrees of freedom may be interpreted as `physical' (`unitary') ones
while the rest of the s(s+ 1) degrees of freedom of a CHS eld are ghost-like.2
Ignoring the fact that the `physical' and `ghost' degrees of freedom do not actually
separate on a at background (in particular, in the sense of Hilbert space of asymptotic
states [22]), it is natural to dene the CHS scattering amplitudes by keeping only those
standard massless spin s modes on external lines [11, 12]. This is equivalent to dening
the scattering amplitudes with the usual, two-derivative LSZ reduction. The underlying
innite-dimensional symmetry algebra of the CHS theory appears to imply that the corre-
sponding tree-level S-matrix is trivial [11, 12, 23].
One may wonder if, at least at tree-level, a more general denition of the CHS S-matrix
is possible. That is, can the space of scattering states be extended to also include some of
the `ghost' modes leading to non-vanishing scattering amplitudes? This is the question we
address in this paper. As we shall see, in a momentum representation one can separate the
set of `ghost' modes into oscillating modes and modes whose curvature grows in time. The
latter lead to formally innite contributions to the on-shell action or tree-level scattering
amplitudes and thus appear to be unsuitable for scattering. However, the oscillating modes
can be included, along with the massless modes, into the set of admissible scattering states.
With this extended denition for the tree-level S-matrix, one still faces the obstacle
of nding an ecient formalism for encoding the on-shell scattering states. Unlike a two-
derivative theory in four dimensions, an on-shell CHS state is not uniquely specied by
its momentum, spin, and positive/negative helicity label. Additional `polarization' data is
required to distinguish how a spin s state decomposes into the s(s+ 1) degrees of freedom
of CHS theory.
We observe that this issue can be resolved by augmenting the standard spinor helicity
formalism to include states carrying a spinor index of the conformal group. Such indices are
also known as twistor indices. The resulting twistor-spinor formalism allows us to encode
all on-shell states of CHS theory, and can be used to provide compact expressions which
capture all nite tree-level 3-point amplitudes of the theory. This is analogous to the way
in which massive states can be described by augmenting the spinor helicity formalism to
include spinor indices of the little group [24{26].
The plan of the paper is as follows: in section 2, we give the generalised denition of
the tree-level S-matrix in CHS theory and clarify which external states are admissible for
scattering. We focus in detail on the example of conformal gravity, where in addition to
the massless spin 2 Einstein graviton there is also an oscillating `ghost' spin 1 mode which
2For example, in the case of the conformal gravity with C2 action this separation becomes obvious upon
adding to the action an Einstein R term or by switching on a constant curvature resulting in the ghost
mode decoupling from the spin 2 Einstein one (and becoming massive in the rst case [20] and partially
massless [21] in the second).
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can be used as a scattering state.3 We then describe the scattering states for a generic spin
s CHS eld.4
In general, the separation of the eld potential into `oscillating' and `growing' modes is
gauge-dependent, even though the characterisation of scattering states is not. In section 3
we give a useful gauge-invariant description of scattering states in conformal gravity based
on the corresponding curvatures. The resulting twistor-spinor formalism encodes all on-
shell states of conformal gravity. We also comment on the relation between polarization
tensors, curvatures, and the double-copy representation of conformal gravity in terms of a
4-derivative vector theory [28].
Using the twistor-spinor formalism, we give an expression for all 3-point tree ampli-
tudes (with complexied kinematics) in conformal gravity in section 4. By evaluating this
expression on specic on-shell states, we nd that the only non-vanishing 3-point ampli-
tudes in conformal gravity involve two spin 1 states and one Einstein graviton; these are
essentially the same as in the Einstein-Maxwell theory. Section 5 extends the twistor-spinor
formalism to generic spin s CHS elds, and we obtain an expression for all 3-point tree
amplitudes of CHS theory.
In section 6, we consider the generalisation to CHS scattering in a background with a
cosmological constant. We comment on the structure of on-shell states and evaluate our
expressions for 3-point amplitudes for massless higher spin states in an AdS4 background.
Appendix A describes the helicity structure of linearised conformal gravity in the two
gauges discussed in section 2. Appendix B explains the counting of on-shell CHS degrees
of freedom and scattering states in terms of curvatures. Appendix C contains a derivation
of the 3-point CHS amplitudes from the formulation of CHS theory in twistor space [10, 12].
2 Free higher-derivative elds and the S-matrix
External states in any scattering process are given by free eld solutions of the equations
of motion. A free bosonic CHS gauge eld in 4 dimensions is a rank s totally symmetric
tensor a1as(x) = a(s)(x) dened up to linearised gauge transformations
a(s) = @(a1a2as) + (a1a2a3as) ; (2.1)
which are the spin s generalisation of innitesimal local dieomorphisms (parametrized by
a(s 1)) and conformal transformations (parametrized by a(s 2)). The free eld equation
can be written as P a(s) b(s)b(s) = 0, where P
a(s) b(s) is a transverse and traceless dierential
operator of order 2s which is totally symmetric in its indices [1].
Since spin s CHS elds satisfy higher-derivative equations of motion, they contain
many more on-shell degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) than ordinary two-derivative elds. Indeed,
3The oscillating mode corresponding to the massless spin 1 state is ghost-like as it originates from a
time-like component of the metric uctuation and thus contributes with negative sign to the energy.
4Related work describing possible 3-point vertices for higher derivative spin 0 and 1 conformal elds
in general dimension using a 2-derivative formulation [5, 6] (and thus including eectively all modes as
external states) appeared in [27].
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at spin s there are s(s + 1) on-shell d.o.f.. Many of these s(s + 1) d.o.f. correspond to
growing modes with polynomial (rather than pure oscillatory) asymptotic behaviour.
Two of the d.o.f. correspond to the standard two-derivative massless higher spin elds,
which sit trivially inside the space of solutions to the linearised CHS equations. These two-
derivative solutions are not the only on-shell states in CHS theory which are suitable for
scattering in Minkowski space. There are other on-shell states which are pure oscillatory
and obey the higher-derivative equations of motion in a strict sense, satisfying the lin-
ear CHS equation of order 2s without solving some other equation which is of order 2
in derivatives.
2.1 Tree-level scattering in higher-derivative theories
The notion of scattering amplitudes in higher derivative theories is fraught with potential
issues, but at tree-level an elementary denition can be applied as long as there is an
associated action functional. In two-derivative theories, tree-level scattering amplitudes
can be dened by simply computing the multi-linear part of the classical action evaluated
on a particular solution which is built (recursively) from superpositions of solutions to
the free equations of motion with specied asymptotic behaviour [29, 30]. For instance,
a 3-point amplitude is obtained by extracting the coecient of "1 "2 "3 from the classical
action evaluated on
[3](x) =
3X
i=1
"i i(x) ; (2.2)
while a 4-point amplitude is the coecient of "1    "4 in the action evaluated on
[4](x) =
4X
i=1
"i i(x) +
Z
ddy(x; y)
Lint

(y)

=
P4
i=1 "ii
: (2.3)
Here, the fig are free eld solutions which can be expanded in a basis of plane waves,
(x; y) is the propagator (i.e., the inverse of the kinetic operator in the action), and Lint
is the interaction part of the Lagrangian.
For a higher-derivative theory, the same procedure can be used; the only subtlety is
what free eld solutions fig to use as the external states. As a toy example, consider a
four-derivative scalar theory on a at background
S = S0 + Sint ; S0 =
1
2
Z
d4x ()2 ; Sint = 16
Z
d4x3 : (2.4)
S0 is conformally invariant with the scalar assigned the conformal weight zero and the
coupling  has mass dimension 4. The free equation of motion
2 = 0 (2.5)
admits a two-parameter (A;B) family of solutions in terms of plane waves:
(x) = (A + Bn  x) ei kx ; k2 = 0 ; (2.6)
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where na is an arbitrary time-like vector (i.e. n  k 6= 0, e.g., na = (1; 0; 0; 0)). The mode
parametrized by B then grows linearly in time; this is precisely the growing mode expected
for a generic theory with higher-derivative equations of motion (cf. [31]).
The pure oscillatory A-modes in (2.6) are clearly suitable for scattering | they are
just the usual plane wave solutions to the two-derivative wave equation. The growing
B-modes, on the other hand, lead to un-dened (or divergent) amplitudes even at tree-
level. Evaluated on three oscillatory external states, Sint gives the expected nite 3-point
amplitude of a cubic scalar theory (we ignore the overall numerical factors)
M3   (4)
 
3X
i=1
ki
!
:
However, if one of the external states is a growing mode, one nds from (2.4)
M3  
Z
d4xn  x ei (k1+k2+k3)x ; (2.7)
which is undened. One can interpret this `amplitude' in a purely distributional sense as
M3   in  @
@K
(4)
 
3X
i=1
ki
!
; Ka := (k1 + k2 + k3)
a ; (2.8)
and similarly for the 3-point interactions involving two or three of the growing modes.
But if one wishes to obtain nite tree-level amplitudes, supported on overall 4-momentum
conservation, it is clear that the growing modes must be excluded from the set of allowed
external states.
This motivates a denition of the S-matrix in a higher-derivative theory: tree-level
scattering amplitudes are given by extracting the same multi-linear piece of the action as
usual, with the added constraint that the free elds fig are solutions of the equations
of motion which lead to nite, momentum-conserving amplitudes. The modes which this
denition singles out as admissible external states will be referred to as the set of scattering
states of the theory. In the case of the conformal scalar theory (2.4), the set of scattering
states is precisely the ordinary plane waves.
2.2 Linearized spectrum of conformal gravity
Based on the example of the four-derivative conformal scalar, it is tempting to assume that
the scattering states in a generic higher-derivative theory are simply the two-derivative
zero-rest-mass elds of appropriate spin. Indeed, one might conclude that the space of
spin s scattering states in CHS theory is composed of only two-derivative massless spin s
free elds; this would mean that there are only two such modes for each spin, one each of
helicity s [32]. This, in turn, would indicate that the denition for the tree-level S-matrix
is actually equivalent to that of two-derivative theories: the standard two-derivative LSZ
reduction singles out all of the admissible scattering states on the external legs.
If this were the case, the tree-level S-matrix of CHS theory would be rather trivial:
there is strong evidence that all amplitudes of such two-derivative external states in CHS
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theory are zero [11, 12, 23, 33, 34].5 Fortunately, there are other scattering states in CHS
theory; we now explain how to dene them in a gauge-invariant manner.
The truncation of CHS theory to the spin 2 sector serves to capture all essential
features of the problem of classifying higher-derivative, higher-spin scattering states. The
corresponding non-linear theory is conformal gravity, a four-derivative theory of gravity
governed by the action
S[g] =
1
2 "2
Z
d4x
p
jgjCabcdCabcd ; (2.9)
where " is a dimensionless coupling constant and Cabcd is the Weyl curvature tensor of the
metric. The s = 2 version of the linearised gauge freedom (2.1) on a at background is
hab = @ab + @ba + ab  ; (2.10)
with the gauge parameters a and  encoding local dieomorphisms and conformal trans-
formations, respectively.
Conformal invariance can always be used to x a traceless gauge for linear perturba-
tions, haa = 0, with the remaining gauge freedom
hab = @ab + @ba   1
2
ab @
cc : (2.11)
To determine the modes of the theory, one must x this gauge freedom and nd the solutions
of the linearised equations of motion.
2.2.1 Conformal gauge
One such gauge-xing is `conformal' gauge [36]:
Vc :=
1
3
@a@b@c hab  @ahac = 0 ; haa = 0 : (2.12)
It has the benet of reducing the free equations of motion of conformal gravity around a
Minkowski background, which are
2hab + @aVb + @bVa   1
2
ab@
cVc = 0 ; (2.13)
to the spin-2 analogue of (2.5):
2hab = 0 : (2.14)
It is easy to see that plane wave solutions to this equation are given by
hab = (Aab + Bab n  x) ei kx ; k2 = 0 ; (2.15)
where na again is a time-like vector and Aab and Bab are symmetric traceless constant
tensors related by four algebraic constraints following from (2.12):
(n  k) Bcb kb   i
4
kakb Aab kc = 0 : (2.16)
5For discussions of relations between the Einstein and Weyl actions see also [5, 35].
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These conditions do not completely x the freedom in Aab, Bab; there are residual gauge
transformations of the form
Aab = i

uakb + ubka   1
2
ab u  k

+ vanb + vbna   1
2
ab v  n ; (2.17)
Bab = i

vakb + vbka   1
2
ab v  k

;
where ua, va are constant vectors. Thus there are 2  9   4 = 14 independent parame-
ters in Aab, Bab, and 8 residual gauge transformations parametrized by ua, va. This im-
plies that there are six overall on-shell d.o.f., matching the known counting for conformal
gravity [37, 38].
The residual gauge freedom can be used to distribute these six d.o.f. in such a way
that Aab contains four while Bab contains two. It can be shown (see appendix A) that the
two d.o.f. in Bab have helicity 2, while the four in Aab have helicity 1 and 2 [36].
The helicity 2 modes in Aab are precisely the Einstein gravitons, which form a consistent
two-derivative sub-sector of the theory.
At this point, one might navely say that we have characterised the scattering states
of conformal gravity: the modes encoded by Aab are pure oscillatory and therefore suitable
for scattering, while those in Bab are growing and will not lead to well-dened amplitudes.
But this is statement is premature: the decomposition of the modes into growing and
oscillatory metric perturbations is not gauge invariant!
2.2.2 Transverse gauge
To see this, consider instead of the conformal gauge (2.12) the transverse gauge
@ahab = 0 ; h
a
a = 0 : (2.18)
In this gauge the free equations of motion still take the form (2.14), so that hab is again
given by (2.15). However, instead of the constraints (2.16), now the symmetric traceless
matrices Aab, Bab must obey
ka Bab = 0 ; i k
a Aab + n
a Bab = 0 : (2.19)
It is straightforward to show that there is a residual gauge freedom parametrized by a
single constant vector ua:
Aab = i

uakb + ubka   2
5
abu  k

  iu  k
5n  k (kanb + kbna) ; (2.20)
Bab =
2u  k
5n  k kakb :
Once again, this leaves us with six on-shell d.o.f.: 29 24 4 = 6. In this case Aab and
Bab each encode modes of helicity 2, but the helicity 1 modes are encoded by a linear
combination of both matrices, i.e. the spin-1 modes appear to pick up a growing part (see
appendix A for details).
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This seems to contradict what we found in the conformal gauge (2.12), where the spin-
1 modes were purely oscillatory. The resolution of this apparent paradox lies in the fact
that we are trying to characterise the scattering states by looking at metric perturbations,
which are not gauge invariant. Instead, we should look at the linearised curvature tensors
associated with hab, where the decomposition into modes is independent of the gauge choice.
It is clear that if a metric perturbation is purely oscillatory, then its associated (lin-
earised) curvature tensor will also be purely oscillatory. In conformal gauge, this means
that the curvatures associated with the helicity 2 Einstein graviton modes and the helicity
1 modes are purely oscillatory while the curvature associated with the helicity 2 modes
encoded by Bab contains linearly growing terms. In the transverse gauge, the Einstein
modes have the same pure oscillatory curvatures, and the spin-2 modes encoded by Bab
have the same growing curvatures. The spin-1 modes are encoded by a metric perturbation
of the form (cf. appendix A)
hab  (1  2in  x)Sab + (1 + 2in  x) ~Sab ; (2.21)
where Sab, ~Sab are constant matrices whose entries are determined by na and ka. A priori,
the curvature associated with (2.21) could have a linearly growing piece, but an explicit
calculation shows that these growing terms cancel. The remaining oscillatory curvature of
course matches what was found in conformal gauge.
2.2.3 Two-derivative formulation of conformal gravity
To get another perspective on the spectrum of states in conformal gravity, it is useful to
consider its 2-derivative reformulation by introducing extra elds in addition to the metric.
This is a generalization of replacing the 4-derivative scalar Lagrangian L = 12()2 +V ()
by an equivalent one with two independent elds: L0 = '  12'2 + V (). The equations
following from L0 are  = ' and ' = 0 so that ' is an oscillating mode while  contains
both oscillating and growing modes, with the scale of the latter being related to '. Thus
from the point of view of the original 2 = 0 theory the eld ' represents the growing
mode and should not be included in the set of asymptotic states.
Observing that in 4 dimensions the Weyl Lagrangian C2 in (2.9) is the same (up to a
total derivative) as
LW = 2
p
jgj

R2ab  
1
3
R2

; (2.22)
one can introduce an auxiliary tensor 'ab to rewrite it in the 'R '2 form. Alternatively,
one may start with a formulation of Weyl gravity as a gauge theory of the SO(2; 4) conformal
group [39] ending up with [5]
L0W =  
p
jgj

'abG^ab +
1
4
('ab'ab   'aa'bb) +
1
4
F abFab

: (2.23)
Here 'ab is related to the gauge potential corresponding to the conformal boosts, Fab =
@abb   @bba is the eld strength of the gauge potential ba of dilatations and
G^ab  Rab   1
2
gabR+r(abb) +
1
2
babb   gab

rcbc   1
4
bcbc

; (2.24)
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where ra is covariant derivative corresponding to gab. Integrating out 'ab in (2.23) one
nds (ignoring total derivatives) that all dependence on ba cancels out and one recovers
the Weyl Lagrangian (2.22).
The reason for the decoupling of ba is that the action for (2.23) is invariant, in addition
to the usual reparametrizations and Weyl rescalings of the metric gab = gab, under
'ab = 2r(ab) + 2b(ab)   gabbcc ; ba = @a  a : (2.25)
Here a is the parameter of gauge transformations corresponding to local conformal boosts.
One can x this symmetry by setting ba = 0, but instead one may impose a gauge condi-
tion on 'ab.
The linearised equations of motion for the elds hab = gab ab, 'ab and ba that follow
from (2.23) are
'ab =  2

G^ab   1
3
gabG^
c
c

=  2

Rab   1
6
gabR

  2@(abb) + : : : ; (2.26)
2'ab + : : : = 0 ; (2.27)
@aFab + @
a'ab   @b'cc + : : : = 0 : (2.28)
Here Rab =  12hab + @(ab) + O(h2); a = @bhab   12@ah and we dened 2 as the
linearized Einstein operator: Rab   12gabR = 122hab + O(h2), 2 =   +    . Fixing
the reparametrizations and Weyl rescalings by the TT gauge (2.18) on hab and xing the
a-symmetry (2.25) by the harmonic gauge on 'ab
@ahab = 0 ; h
a
a = 0 ; @
a'ab =
1
2
@b'
c
c ; (2.29)
it follows from eqs.(2.26),(2.27) (and their traces and derivatives) that
hab = 'ab + 2@(abb) ; 'ab = 0 ; 'aa + 2@aba = 0 ; ba = 0 ; (2.30)
with (2.28) satised automatically. Using the on-shell gauge invariance of 'ab we may then
set 'aa = 0 and thus @
aba = 0.
We then conclude that 'ab describes a massless purely-oscillating graviton mode, ba
describes a massless vector, and hab contains the Einstein graviton part plus a growing
mode as in (2.15) with the polarization tensor Bab of the latter being related as in (2.30) to
the polarization tensors of 'ab and ba via the -gauge invariant combination 'ab + 2@(abb)
(cf. (2.25)). This way we recover the 2+2+2=6 count of on-shell degrees of freedom, with
the scattering states being represented by the Einstein graviton Aab-part of hab in (2.15)
and by the massless vector ba.
An advantage of the 2-derivative representation (2.23) in terms of the 3 elds hab; 'ab
and ba is that it formally extends o-shell and also to the non-linear level. In particular,
it is implied by the structure of (2.23) that the 3-point scattering of one Einstein graviton
contained in hab (A-mode) and two massless vectors described by ba should be the same
as in Einstein-Maxwell theory, since such a vertex may only come from the FabFachbc term
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in (2.23). We shall reach the same conclusion via a dierent route in section 4 below.
It would be interesting also to use the 2-derivative action (2.23) to compute the 4-point
amplitudes involving the vector ba.
2.3 Scattering states in CHS theory
To summarize the above discussion, the gauge-invariant characterisation of scattering states
is in terms of their curvatures. Those modes which, in a plane wave basis, lead to purely
oscillatory linearised curvature tensors are the suitable states for scattering. This is true
even when, in a particular gauge, their potentials are growing. The space of scattering
states in conformal gravity therefore contains two helicity 2 states (Einstein graviton) as
well as two helicity 1 states (spin-1 mode).
From now on, we refer to a mode as `growing' (`oscillatory') if the mode's curvature
is growing (oscillatory) in a plane wave basis. For CHS elds with s > 2, the number
of scattering states (or purely oscillatory modes) increases with s. The s(s + 1) on-shell
d.o.f. for a free spin-s CHS eld [1] can be divided equally into positive and negative
helicity. Let s;h be the number of on-shell d.o.f. in a negative helicity spin-s CHS eld
which correspond to helicity  h, where h = 1; : : : ; s. For s = 2, we saw that 2;1 = 1,
2;2 = 1 + 1 = 2. In general, one can show that
s;h = h ; (2.31)
which is consistent with the overall degree of freedom counting in the negative helicity
sector:
sX
h=1
s;h =
1
2
s(s+ 1) : (2.32)
Since the equations of motion are of order 2s in derivatives, many of these states will
correspond to modes which grow at least linearly and at most of order (s   1) in time.
The number of such modes increases quadratically with s, so that for s  3 there are
more growing modes than oscillatory modes. Writing s;h = ^s;h + 

s;h, where ^s;h is the
number of growing modes for the spin s CHS eld of helicity  h, it can be shown that (see
appendix B)
^s;h = h  1 ) ^s :=
sX
h=1
^s;h =
1
2
s(s  1) ; (2.33)
where ^s is the total number of growing d.o.f. at spin s. This indicates that the spin s
eld contains s = s purely oscillatory modes, and it follows that these are distributed
such that there is a single one at each integer helicity  1; : : : ; s. This decomposition is
derived in appendix B from the structure of linearised eld strengths. It is also consistent
with the 2-derivative formulation of CHS elds [5, 6]6 and with the structure of the free
CHS partition function [8].
6Let us note that a 2-derivative formulation is known for all CHS elds but so far only at the quadratic
level [6]. The existence of such a 2-derivative local action at an interacting level is an open question for
s > 2. One may still attempt to construct interacting 3-point vertices using an indirect light-cone approach
as developed for low s < 2 spins in any dimension in [27].
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In summary, the set of spin-s scattering states in CHS theory contains 2s dierent
kinds of modes: one each of helicity 1;2; : : : ;s. The helicity s states are precisely
the two-derivative massless higher spin elds; the others arise as oscillatory solutions of
the higher-derivative CHS equations of motion.
3 Twistor-spinor representation of states of conformal gravity
Having established that the standard two-derivative LSZ-type reduction misses out admis-
sible asymptotic scattering states in a higher-derivative theory, a natural question is: how
can the various dierent modes of a higher-derivative eld be distinguished at the level of
the free eld? In this section, we develop a formalism that allows us to isolate the on-shell
modes of conformal gravity, which serves as a toy example of conformal higher spin theory.
Indeed, the formalism extends naturally to CHS elds of all integer spins.
The basic idea is that CHS elds are most naturally represented in terms of objects
which carry twistor indices, as well as the usual spinor indices familiar from the spinor
helicity formalism. These objects are simply tensors upon which a conformally invariant
connection acts covariantly.7 After demonstrating how the free eld equations of conformal
gravity are recovered in this `twistor-spinor' formalism, we show how the d.o.f. decompo-
sition is achieved for momentum eigenstates.
3.1 Twistor-spinors and linearised Bach equations
The free eld equations of conformal gravity written in terms of the metric uctuation hab
in (2.13) can also be written in terms of the linearised Weyl tensor Cabcd of hab as
@a@dCabcd = 0 ; (3.1)
which are often known as the linearised Bach equation.
In four dimensions, the Weyl tensor decomposes into the self-dual (SD) and anti-self-
dual (ASD) parts, given by totally symmetric spinors e	 _ _ _ _ and 	, respectively. At the
linear level, this is equivalent to the statement that the uctuation hab can be decomposed
into positive and negative helicity parts. The free eld equations for these helicity sectors
are then
@ _ @
_ e	 _ _ _ _ = 0 ; @ _ @ _ 	 = 0 ; (3.2)
with e	 _ _ _ _ corresponding to a positive helicity perturbation and 	 a negative helicity
perturbation. Spinor indices are raised and lowered using the 2d Levi-Civita symbols
 ,  _ _ , etc.
Solutions to the standard zero-rest-mass equations of linearised Einstein gravity,
@ _ e	 _ _ _ _ = 0 ; @ _ 	 = 0 ; (3.3)
are trivially solutions to the four-derivative Bach equations (3.2), so Einstein gravitons
form a subsector of the solutions. But of course there are other solutions to the Bach
equations which are not strictly two-derivative in nature.
7This connection is alternatively known as the local twistor connection or Cartan conformal connection
on space-time [40{42].
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Let us introduce a new kind of index, called a twistor index, which can be carried by
space-time elds (cf. [43, 44]).8 Twistor indices are equivalent to SL(4;C) spinor indices,
and will be denoted by A;B;C; : : :; the four values of the index are decomposed into 2-
spinors of opposite chirality. For instance, rank one covariant and contravariant twistor
elds are decomposed into spinor elds as:
TA(x) =
 
~t _(x)
t(x)
!
; SA(x) =
 
~s _(x)
s(x)
!
: (3.4)
Twistor indices can be paired with ordinary spinor indices, with the constraint that com-
ponents of the resulting eld are trace-free, for instance,
TA =
 
~t _
t
!
; t = 0 : (3.5)
The key property of twistor indices is that they are acted on by a particular conformally-
invariant connection on space-time, known as the (local) twistor connection or Cartan
conformal connection. On any 4d space-time, this twistor connection is given locally by
D _ = r _ +A _ ; (3.6)
where r _ is the Levi-Civita connection and the 1-form A takes values in the (complexi-
ed) conformal algebra sl(4;C). In terms of geometric data, the potential A is
(A _)
B
C =
 
0  
_
_
 P _ _ 0
!
; (3.7)
where P _ _ is the Schouten tensor,
P _ _ :=  _ _      _ _ ; (3.8)
written in terms of the trace-free Ricci curvature  _ _ and scalar curvature  of the Levi-
Civita connection. The action of this connection on twistor-indexed quantities is given by
the rule:
D _T
B = r _TB + (A _)BC TC ; D _SB = r _SB + (A _)BC SC ; (3.9)
and the action on higher valence twistor indices can be deduced by the Leibniz rule (cf. [44]).
The reasons for considering twistor-valued objects on space-time are two-fold. First of
all, objects with twistor indices are spinors of the conformal group and the twistor connec-
tion is itself conformally invariant. This is evident from the curvature of the connection:
[D _; D _ ] = (F _ _)
C
D =
0@  e	 _ _ _ _ 0
(r _e	 _ _ _ _ +  _ _r _	)  _ _ 	
1A ; (3.10)
8More precisely, this will be a local twistor index, corresponding to a eld valued in a rank four vector
bundle over space-time whose bres are copies of the (at) twistor space of Minkowski space-time. We drop
the `local' prex for much of this paper, as we are not concerned with comparison to global twistors.
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which is conformally covariant. Hence, this formalism is ideally suited to describing a
conformally invariant theory such as conformal gravity. The second reason is that rst-
order equations of motion with respect to the local twistor connection often correspond to
higher-derivative equations on the components of a twistor-valued object [45, 46].
Consider a twistor-spinor eld of the form
 A =
 
 _
	
!
; (3.11)
where  A =  A() and the component 	

 obeys
	 = 0 ) 	 = 	() : (3.12)
Let us treat  A as a linear eld on Minkowski space-time, and impose a free equation
of motion using the twistor connection in (3.6):
D
_  A = 0 : (3.13)
From (3.7) and (3.9) this is equivalent to a system of equations for the components of  A:
@
_  _ = 0 ; @
 _ 	    _ = 0 : (3.14)
The second of these equations denes  _ in terms of 	 on-shell, which can be
substituted back into the rst equation to give
@ _ @
_ 	 = 0 ; (3.15)
i.e. the negative helicity free-eld equation of conformal gravity in (3.2).
A similar story holds for the positive helicity free eld equation. In this case, one has
a twistor-spinor eld
e A _ _ _ =
 e	 _ _ _ _
~ _ _ _
!
; e	 _ _ _ _ = 0 ; (3.16)
obeying an equation of motion
D
_ e A _ _ _ =
 
@
_ e	 _ _ _ _   ~ _ _ _
@
_~ _ _ _
!
= 0 ; (3.17)
in Minkowski space. Just like the negative helicity case, the coupled equations (3.17) imply
that e	 _ _ _ _ obeys the positive helicity free eld equation of conformal gravity.
It should be noted that there is also a description of non-linear conformal gravity in
terms of the twistor connection. Indeed, conformal gravity is equivalent, at the non-linear
level, to a gauge theory of the twistor connection, with the Bach equations given by the
Yang-Mills equations of the twistor connection [47].
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3.2 Momentum eigenstates
To see the counting of on-shell states, it is useful to go to a momentum eigenstate basis to
nd solutions of (3.13) and (3.17). Consider a negative helicity eld constructed as:
 A = BA    e
i kx ; (3.18)
where k _ = ~ _ is an on-shell (massless) 4-momentum.
9 The operator BA = ( ~B _; B
)
is a helicity lowering operator, since its role is to convert the helicity  32 Rarita-Schwinger
eld into a negative helicity conformal gravity eld (which must include helicity  2 elds).
Its components have mass dimension
[ ~B _] =
1
2
; [B] =  1
2
; (3.19)
as dictated by conformal invariance.
The components of this operator are constrained by a single condition, which descends
from the twistor geometry underlying the construction (cf. [22, 34]). Dene the following
twistor-indexed dierential operator, which acts on on-shell momenta:
CA :=

 i @
@~ _
; 

: (3.20)
The condition imposed on  A is
CA  A = 0 : (3.21)
Assuming that the components of BA obey
@B
@~ _
= 0 ;
@
@x _
~ _ ~B _ = 0 ; (3.22)
the constraint (3.21) becomes a simple PDE in on-shell momentum space:
@ ~B _
@~ _
+ iB
 = 0 : (3.23)
This can be solved for ~B _ to give:
~B _ =
@B
@~ _
  i
2
~ _B
 ; (3.24)
which reduces the d.o.f. to three, parametrized by fB; Bg, matching the on-shell counting
for conformal gravity discussed above.
Since there are three total d.o.f., we should be able to construct three distinct states by
making dierent choices for fB; Bg. These choices are, of course, constrained by the fact
that the resulting elds must satisfy the equations of motion. To begin, consider a negative
9Our conventions for the 4-dimensional spinor helicity formalism follow [48]. Dotted SL(2;C) spinor
indices are positive chirality, un-dotted SL(2;C) spinor indices are negative chirality and we use the notation:
[~ ~]  ~ _ ~ _ = ~
_ ~ _ _ _ , hi   =   , etc.
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helicity Einstein graviton: this is a eld whose Weyl spinor 	 trivially satises (3.15)
by virtue of obeying the zero-rest-mass equation @ _	 = 0.
By singling out this two-derivative solution inside the space of solutions to the four-
derivative Bach equations, mass scales are introduced by necessity. One of these is the
coupling constant of Einstein gravity  =
p
8GN: the coupling " of conformal gravity
in (2.9) is dimensionless, whereas  has mass dimension  1. Furthermore, conformal grav-
ity cannot distinguish between Minkowski space and (A)dS4, since these backgrounds are
related by a conformal transformation. Selecting the Einstein solution therefore intro-
duces a cosmological constant , of mass dimension +2. Since we consider a Minkowski
background, this corresponds to  = 0.
With this in mind, a negative helicity Einstein graviton corresponds to B / ; it
remains to determine the constant of proportionality. Since B has mass dimension  12 ,
the dimensionful scales of this solution allow us to x B = . The equations of motion
set B to a constant of mass dimension +1, but no such object can be constructed from
the spinors and scales at hand. Thus, we set B = 0. In summary, the Einstein mode
corresponds to:
Einstein: fB; Bg = f0;  g ; BA = 
 
0

!
; (3.25)
leading to the usual negative helicity Einstein graviton:
	 =  e
i kx : (3.26)
There are two other linearly independent solutions, which solve the 4-derivative equations
of motion. The rst of these is specied by the choice of a constant, mass dimension  12
spinor a which satises ha i 6= 0 and carries the opposite little group weight to . This
state is referred to as a `spin-1' state:
Spin-1: fB; Bg = f0; ag ; BA =
 
  i2 ~ _ ha i
a
!
: (3.27)
Taking into account the mass dimension and little group weight of a, it is easy to see that
the eld strength
	0 = a() e
i kx (3.28)
corresponds to a helicity  1 mode. Note that although this is a solution of the Bach equa-
tion (without solving any lower-derivative equations), it is a suitable state for scattering
since it is purely oscillatory.
The third linearly independent solution is the growing state:
Growing: fB; Bg =
n
[~ ~]; x
_ ~ _
o
; BA =
 
~ _   i2hjxj~] ~ _
x
_ ~ _
!
; (3.29)
which is specied by a choice of a constant, mass dimension + 12 spinor
~ _. Since the
linearised eld strength grows linearly with x:
	g = ( x)
_ ~ _ e
i kx ; (3.30)
such growing states must be excluded from the set external states in dening an S-matrix.
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The construction for the positive helicity sector proceeds in a similar fashion. In this
case, the conformal gravity eld is constructed from a helicity + 32 Rarita-Schwinger eld
via a helicity raising operator AA
e A _ _ _ = AA ~ _~ _~ _ ei kx ; AA = ( ~A _; A) : (3.31)
This eld obeys a constraint eCA e A _ _ _ = 0 ; (3.32)
in terms of the momentum space dierential operator
eCA := ~ _;  i @
@

: (3.33)
With some elementary assumptions, this translates into a condition on the compo-
nents of AA
i ~ _ ~A
_ +
@A
@
= 0 ; (3.34)
which can be solved for A:
A =
@ ~A
@
  i 
2
~ _ ~A
_ : (3.35)
As expected, there are three d.o.f. parametrized by f ~A; ~A _g. The various objects appearing
in the denition of the helicity raising operator have mass dimensions
[ ~A _] =  1
2
; [A] =
1
2
; [ ~A] = 1 ; (3.36)
as dictated by conformal invariance.
The decomposition of these three d.o.f. into distinct states is accomplished in the same
way as in the negative helicity case. The result is one Einstein, one spin-1 and one growing
mode:
Einstein: f ~A; ~A _g =
n
0; ~ _
o
; AA = 
 
~ _
0
!
; (3.37)
Spin-1: f ~A; ~A _g = 0; ~a _	 ; AA =  ~a _  i2 [~a ~]
!
: (3.38)
Growing: f ~A; ~A _g = hi; x _	 ; AA =  x _
   i2 hjxj~]
!
: (3.39)
The constant spinors appearing in this decomposition have mass dimensions
[] =
1
2
; [~a _] =  1
2
; (3.40)
and the corresponding eld strengths are:
e	 _ _ _ _ =  ~ _~ _~ _~ _ ei kx ; e	0_ _ _ _ = ~a( _~ _~ _~ _) ei kx ; (3.41)e	g
_ _ _ _
= ~( _~ _
~ _ x

_) e
i kx :
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It is easy to see that in each case, the positive helicity elds are simply the helicity conju-
gates of their negative helicity counterparts.
One could worry that the constant spinors a; ~a _; ; ~ _ correspond to additional d.o.f.,
but this is not the case. Indeed, the conditions
ha i 6= 0 ; h i 6= 0 ; [~a ~] 6= 0 ; [ ~ ~] 6= 0 ;
already x each spinor up to a scale. The ; ~ _ spinors can then be xed as
 = a h i ; ~ _ = ~a _ [ ~ ~] ; (3.42)
with scalar products h i, [ ~ ~] setting the overall scale.
In summary, the twistor-spinor formalism provides an easy way to capture all of the
d.o.f. of conformal gravity in a way that is manifestly conformally invariant. The helicity
raising/lowering operators serve as `polarizations': by selecting which d.o.f. appear in the
operator, we can single out the individual states of the on-shell theory.
3.3 Polarizations and double copy
To enable comparison with the results obtained in the twistor-spinor formalism, it will be
useful to have expressions for the scattering states of conformal gravity in terms of the
standard metric perturbation hab. Since the growing states are excluded from this class,
this entails nding polarization tensors for the Einstein graviton and spin-1 modes of the
conformal gravity eld. To do this, we write
hab = "ab e
i kx ; (3.43)
for some constant polarization "ab, and assume that the mass dimension  12 spinors a, ~a _
appearing in (3.27) and (3.38) are normalized to obey
ha i = 1 = [~a ~] : (3.44)
This normalization can be viewed as expressing a = !

h! i in terms of a dimensionless
spinor !. Then the polarization tensors for negative and positive helicity Einstein modes
are given respectively by:
"
( 2)
 _ _
=  ~a _~a _ ; "
(+2)
 _ _
= ~ _~ _ aa ; (3.45)
which are the usual expressions for Einstein graviton polarizations in the spinor helicity
formalism. It is a straightforward exercise to calculate the linearised curvature tensors
associated with these polarizations,
R
( 2)
abcd =  _ _  _ _  e
i kx ; R(+2)abcd =   ~ _~ _~ _~ _ e
i kx ; (3.46)
conrming that they correspond to negative and positive helicity Einstein gravitons. Note
that all dependence on the constant spinors a, ~a _ drops out at the level of the gauge
invariant eld strengths, as required in the Einstein sector.
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As for the spin-1 sector, we can take the same polarization tensors as those used in [22]:
"
( 1)
 _ _
= (a) ~a _~a _ ; "
(+1)
 _ _
= ~( _~a _) aa : (3.47)
For the negative helicity mode, this leads to a linearised curvature
R
( 1)
abcd =

 _ _ _ _ a() +
1
2
 _ _ ~a( _
~ _) +
1
2
 _ _ ~a( _
~ _)

ei kx : (3.48)
The rst term is a linearised ASD Weyl spinor, corresponding to the desired behaviour
of (3.28), while the other two terms are contributions from a linearised Ricci tensor
 _
_
 =
1
2
 ~a
( _~
_) eikx : (3.49)
These Ricci tensor contributions can be removed by a conformal transformation, and will
thus decouple from any scattering amplitude calculations.
In [28], it was shown that certain `non-minimal' conformal gravities obey double copy,
in the sense that kinematic numerators of the theory's scattering amplitudes can be
constructed by tensoring together kinematic numerators from two dierent gauge theo-
ries [49, 50]. The two gauge theories which form the basis for the conformal supergravity
double copy are Yang-Mills theory and a gauge theory with four-derivative equations of
motion and a coupling constant of mass dimension +1. The kinetic term of this latter
theory is schematically (DF )2, where D is the gauge covariant derivative and F is the
eld strength. This (DF )2 gauge theory has an ambitwistor string description [51] and
also plays an interesting role in the construction of scattering amplitudes in heterotic and
bosonic string theory [52].
There are important dierences between non-minimal conformal gravity and the stan-
dard `minimal' conformal gravity we study,10 but at the linearised level there is no distinc-
tion and we expect some remnant of the double copy to be visible in the polarization data.
Indeed, in double copy the polarizations of the gravitational theory should be expressible as
symmetric products of the polarizations in the appropriate gauge theories. In Yang-Mills
theory, one has only the negative and positive helicity gluon polarization vectors, which
are given in spinor helicity form by:
e
( 1)
 _ =  ~a _ ; e
(+1)
 _ =
~ _ a : (3.50)
It is easy to see that taking symmetric squares of these polarization vectors generates the
positive and negative helicity Einstein graviton polarizations (3.45) (as well as two scalar
polarizations, corresponding to a dilaton and axion, as expected from the double copy).
But what about the polarization data corresponding to the four-derivative gauge theory
of [28]? The linearised equations of motion for this four-derivative theory are
@a F ab = 0 ; (3.51)
10In particular, non-minimal conformal gravities have additional scalars which couple to the graviton
through an arbitrary function, cf. [1, 22, 53{55].
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where F ab is the eld strength of a gauge potential. Clearly, gluons are a consistent
subsector of solutions to these equations, so we get another copy of the gluon polariza-
tions (3.50). There are also two spin-1 growing modes (one each of negative and positive
helicity): Aga  Ban  x ei kx, for some polarization Ba and time-like vector na; such modes
are excluded from the set of acceptable scattering states.
Finally, the theory also includes purely oscillatory solutions with a polarization
e
(0)
 _ = a ~a _ : (3.52)
The little group weight of this polarization indicates that it corresponds to a scalar degree
of freedom; this is conrmed by computing the linear eld strength associated with (3.52),
F
(0)
ab = i

 _ _ ( a) + 
~( _ ~a _)

ei kx ; (3.53)
which is helicity zero, having both SD and ASD parts (of equal magnitude).
From this, we conclude that there are ve on-shell d.o.f. in the (DF )2 theory. The
spectrum consists of: positive and negative helicity (Yang-Mills) gluons; positive and neg-
ative helicity spin-1 growing modes; and a scalar which obeys the four-derivative equations
of motion in a strict sense. Taking symmetric products between the Yang-Mills polariza-
tions (3.50) and the polarizations of the scattering states in (DF )2 theory gives precisely
the polarizations (3.45), (3.47) for the scattering states in conformal gravity (plus some
expected scalars), as dictated by the double copy.
4 3-point amplitudes in conformal gravity
The twistor-spinor representation of scattering states for conformal gravity enables us to
give a compact expression for all of the tree-level 3-point amplitudes in that theory. In
two-derivative theories, Poincare covariance means that a 3-point amplitude is uniquely
xed by specifying the helicities of the external particles [56]. The same is not true of a
higher-derivative theory such as conformal gravity. The notion of an external scattering
state of positive/negative helicity is not unique: one must additionally specify whether the
state being scattered is an Einstein graviton or a spin-1 eld. In terms of the twistor-spinor
formalism, this is captured by the choice of helicity lowering/raising operator, BA in (3.18)
or AA in (3.31).
Therefore, we expect any formula for 3-point amplitudes to depend explicitly on these
helicity raising/lowering operators for each particle. Indeed, one can think of these opera-
tors as higher-derivative `polarization' data for the external states in a scattering process.
Amplitudes for the specic helicity states of conformal gravity are obtained by making
explicit choices for these polarizations.
The only potentially non-vanishing 3-point amplitudes involve two positive helicity
and one negative helicity external elds (MHV) or two negative and one positive helicity
external elds (MHV). This follows from the integrability of the self-duality equations.
In the MHV conguration, momentum conservation dictates that all un-dotted momen-
tum spinors are proportional (1 / 2 / 3), so the amplitude is a function only of the
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dotted momentum spinors [56, 57]. The opposite is true of the MHV conguration, and
the two should be related by complex conjugation (i.e., exchanging positive helicity for
negative helicity).
The MHV 3-point amplitude of conformal gravity is given by:
M3 = "

A2  eC3B1 A3 [2 3]4
[1 2] [3 1]2

+A3  eC2B1 A2 [2 3]4
[1 2]2 [3 1]

(4)
 
3X
i=1
i~i
!
; (4.1)
where " is the dimensionless coupling constant, and particle 1 has been chosen to have
negative helicity whilst 2 and 3 have positive helicity. The helicity raising/lowering oper-
ators for each particle can take any of the allowed scattering state forms; namely (3.37)
or (3.38) for the raising operators, and (3.25) or (3.27) for the lowering operators. The
dierential operator eCi A is given by (3.32), and acts on everything to its right, including
the momentum conserving delta function.
This formula can be derived directly from a formulation of conformal gravity in twistor
space [34, 58, 59], which is summarized in appendix C. Alternatively, we can simply
posit (4.1) and then check that it is correct. It is easy to see that (4.1) passes some basic
consistency tests. The formula is linear in each of the external helicity raising/lowering
operators, as expected. Further, combinations Ai  eCj and Bi  Aj have mass dimension
zero, so the coecient of the coupling constant and momentum conserving delta function
has mass dimension +1, as required for a conformally invariant theory.
The rst substantive check on (4.1) comes by evaluating it when the three external
particles are all Einstein gravitons. Plugging in (3.37) and (3.25) results in:
M3(1 ; 2+; 3+) = 0 : (4.2)
This is the expected result: the embedding of Einstein gravity into conformal gravity
ensures that the tree-level S-matrix of Einstein states in conformal gravity vanishes on a
at background [33, 59].
But what about more general scattering congurations? In particular, we are free to
scatter any combination of Einstein gravitons and spin-1 modes. It is straightforward to
show that the only non-vanishing results are in the congurations:
M3(a1; 2+; 3+) = " 2 [2 3]
5 ha1 1i
[1 2] [3 1]
(4)
 
3X
i=1
i~i
!
; (4.3)
M3(a1; ~a2; 3+) = "  [2 3]
4 ha1 1i [~a2 2]
[1 2]2
(4)
 
3X
i=1
i~i
!
; (4.4)
with all others vanishing as a result of momentum conservation. Here, ai and ~ai are
constant spinors parametrizing spin-1 modes in (3.27) and (3.38). The rst of these (4.3)
is anti-symmetric under the interchange of the two positive helicity Einstein gravitons:
M3(a1; 2+; 3+) =  M3(a1; 3+; 2+), which means that the amplitude is, in fact, zero by
crossing-symmetry.
Therefore, it is only the amplitude (4.4) that is actually non-vanishing. Note that
ha1 1i = 1 and [~a2 2] = 1 thanks to the initial normalization of the external wave-functions,
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meaning that explicit dependence on the constant spinors appearing in the helicity rais-
ing/lowering operators drops out of the gauge-invariant scattering amplitude:
M3(a1; ~a2; 3+) = "  [2 3]
4
[1 2]2
(4)
 
3X
i=1
i~i
!
: (4.5)
Not surprisingly, the kinematic part of this expression matches the expected result for MHV
amplitudes of helicity ( 1;+1;+2) elds [56]. This is simply the vector-vector-graviton
amplitude of Einstein-Maxwell theory, as expected from the two-derivative formulation
conformal gravity given by (2.23).
This result (as well as the vanishing of all other external congurations for the MHV
amplitude) has been conrmed by direct calculation from the conformal gravity action on
space-time, using on-shell polarizations (3.45), (3.47). This proves that (4.1) is correct.
The helicity-conjugate MHV amplitudes are captured in the obvious way by the fol-
lowing analogue of (4.1)
M3 = "

B2 C3

A1 B3 h2 3i
4
h1 2i h3 1i2

+B3 C2

A1 B3 h2 3i
4
h1 2i2 h3 1i

(4)
 
3X
i=1
i~i
!
; (4.6)
with CAi the dierential operator (3.20) acting on the on-shell momenta of particle i. When
evaluated on specic congurations for the external states, the only non-vanishing result
is the helicity conjugate of (4.5).
Observe that (4.1), (4.6) can also be evaluated | formally, at least | on growing
modes. In this case, the resulting 3-point amplitudes are generically undened in the
expected sense: they are not supported on overall 4-momentum conservation due to the
polynomial growth of the mode curvature, which manifests itself as derivatives of the overall
momentum conserving delta function. Such highly distributional expressions for 3-point
`amplitudes' in conformal gravity have previously been computed in the context of twistor-
string theory [60]. However, at 3-points there exists a special degenerate conguration
involving a single growing mode which results in nite, well-dened amplitudes [61].
For the MHV sector, this conguration is given by a negative helicity growing mode and
two positive helicity Einstein gravitons. To evaluate (4.1) on this conguration, we re-write
the growing mode's twistor polarization as a momentum space dierential operator:
BgA !
0@ ~ _ + ~ _2 ~ _ @@~ _
 i ~ _ @@k _
1A : (4.7)
The un-dotted entries of this polarization, proportional to a derivative with respect to
the full external momentum, are what generically lead to the breaking of 4-momentum
conservation in amplitudes involving the growing mode. But in this special conguration,
these contributions decouple leaving:
M3( ~1; 2+; 3+) = " 2 [1 ~1] [2 3]
6
[1 2]2 [3 1]2
(4)
 
3X
i=1
i~i
!
; (4.8)
which matches the `strange' 3-point amplitude of conformal gravity observed in [61].
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Note that the existence of this well-dened amplitude involving a single growing mode
should not be considered as evidence that growing modes should be included in the set
of scattering states: in general, growing modes lead to un-dened scattering amplitudes.
Rather, it demonstrates that certain degenerate congurations may exist in which scatter-
ing a xed number of growing modes may `accidentally' lead to nite amplitudes.11
5 Free elds and 3-point amplitudes in CHS theory
The twistor-spinor formalism also encodes free CHS elds of any integer spin. Building on
the example of conformal gravity, this allows us to write down a momentum eigenstate basis
for the scattering states of CHS theory, which in turn translates into compact expressions for
all 3-point tree amplitudes of the theory. To do this we work directly with the curvatures of
the CHS gauge elds. The dynamical part of a spin-s CHS eld is encoded in its linearised
spin-s Weyl tensor, Ca(s)b(s), which is of order s in derivatives of the potential, traceless
on each symmetric s-tuple of indices, and anti-symmetric between the s-tuples [2] (see
also [62, 63]). The symmetries of this Weyl tensor mean that it can be decomposed into
anti-self-dual and self-dual (or negative and positive helicity) parts:
Ca(s)b(s) =  _1 _1     _s _s 	(s)(s) + 11    ss e	 _(s) _(s) ; (5.1)
where the spinors 	(s)(s), e	 _(s) _(s) are totally symmetric. In terms of these ASD and
SD parts of the (linearised) higher spin curvature, the free eld equations become
@(s) _(s) 	(s)(s) = 0 ; @
(s) _(s) e	 _(s) _(s) = 0 ; (5.2)
generalizing the s = 2 Bach equations in (3.2).
5.1 Free elds and momentum eigenstates
Just as the 4-derivative equations of motion for conformal gravity can be obtained from
twistor-spinors with a single twistor index, the 2s-derivative equations of motion for a free
CHS eld of spin s can be obtained from twistor-spinors with s  1 twistor indices. Since
this construction builds naturally on that for conformal gravity, our exposition will be
much briefer than in the previous section; further details can also be found in [10, 12].
Let  A(s 1)(s+1) be a twistor-spinor eld with s 1 totally symmetric covariant twistor
indices, and s+ 1 totally symmetric negative chirality spinor indices, which obeys the free
eld equation
D
_  A(s 1)(s+1) = 0 ; (5.3)
where D
_ is the twistor connection (3.6) dened on a Minkowski background. The action
of the twistor connection on multiple symmetric twistor indices follows from (3.9) by the
Leibniz rule. Assuming that the component of  A(s 1)(s+1) with all negative chirality
11Note also that the quantum-mechanical denition of a growing mode as an asymptotic state will still
be problematic even if the multi-linear piece of the classical action evaluated on the corresponding classical
solution returns some nite result.
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spinor indices obeys  1(s 2)1(s) = 0, this component can be identied with a spin-s
linearised ASD Weyl spinor:
 (s 1)(s+1)  	(s 1)(s+1) ; (5.4)
with 	(s 1)(s+1) a totally symmetric negative chirality spinor.
Unpacking the equation of motion (5.3) in terms of the local twistor connection gives
a system of s coupled equations for the components of  A(s 1)(s+1) (cf. (3.11){(3.14))
@
_	(s 1)(s)     _(s 1)(s) = 0 ;
@
_ (s 2) _(s)     _(s 2) _(s) = 0 ;
... (5.5)
@
_  _(s 2)(s)     _ _(s 2)(s) = 0 ;
@
_  _(s 1)(s) = 0 :
Starting from the upper-most equation, each of these relations can be fed into the one below
it, until all components of  A(s 1)(s+1) except for 	(s 1)(s+1) have been eliminated,
leaving the single free eld equation:
@(s)
_(s)	(s)(s) = 0 : (5.6)
This is precisely the negative helicity free eld equation of CHS theory in (5.2), as desired.
For the positive helicity sector, the conjugate construction holds. That is, we begin
with a twistor-spinor eld e A(s 1) _(s+1) obeying the obvious symmetry properties, and
impose an equation of motion
D
_ e A(s 1) _(s+1) = 0 : (5.7)
This equation is equivalent to a system of s coupled equations for the components ofe A(s 1) _(s+1), which imply
@(s)
_(s)e	 _(s) _(s) = 0 ; (5.8)
for the totally positive chirality spinor part of e A(s 1) _(s+1).
The twistor-spinor representation of free CHS elds can now be used to provide explicit
momentum eigenstate expressions for scattering states. As discussed in section 2, a spin-s
CHS eld has s(s+ 1) on-shell d.o.f., which are split evenly between negative and positive
helicities. These d.o.f. can then be decomposed into growing and purely oscillatory modes;
at spin s there are s(s   1) growing and 2s oscillatory modes. This decomposition is
discussed in detail in appendix B.
Following the lesson of conformal gravity, we look for momentum eigenstate solutions
which are obtained in a helicity raised/lowered manner from zero-rest-mass elds of lower
spin. For a negative helicity spin-s CHS eld, this means nding a twistor-spinor repre-
sentative of the form:
 A(s 1)(s+1) = BA(s 1) (s+1) ei kx ; (5.9)
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where BA(s 1) is a generalisation of the helicity lowering operator (3.18) of conformal
gravity, now an object with s  1 totally symmetric twistor indices. The eld (5.9) obeys
a constraint, derived from the twistor geometry:
CA1  A1A(s 2)(s+1) = 0 ; (5.10)
where CA is the momentum space operator (3.20). This translates | with some mild
assumptions akin to (3.22) | into a set of constraints on the helicity lowering operator:
@
@~ _1
B _1 A(s 2) + i1 B
1
A(s 2) = 0 ; (5.11)
which must hold for all values of the remaining s  2 twistor indices.
These relations allow us to determine all of the components of BA(s 1) in terms of a
set of negative chirality symmetric spinors:
BA(s 1) $
n
B; B; B12 ; : : : ; B(s 1)
o
: (5.12)
Sure enough, there are s(s+1)2 d.o.f. in this set of symmetric spinors, matching the count
for the negative helicity sector of CHS theory. The highest-rank spinor, B(s 1) encodes
the CHS curvature via
	(s)(s) = B((s 1) s) (s) e
i kx ; (5.13)
with B(s 1) having mass dimension 1 s2 . The remaining components of BA(s 1) are xed
by the set fB; : : : ; B(s 1)g through the relations
B _(k)
(s k 1) =
kX
jIj=0

  i
2
jIj
I
~( _I
@k jIjBI(s k 1)
@~ _k I)
; (5.14)
for k = 0; : : : ; s  1. The resulting components can be shown to satisfy (5.11).
The negative helicity spin-s scattering states are then obtained by making choices of
B(s 1) which are constant (in position space), leading to purely oscillatory elds. Of
course, these choices are not arbitrary: the resulting spinor eld must satisfy the negative
helicity eld equation (5.6). One can show that there are s linearly independent choices
which are purely oscillatory and solve the eld equation (this also follows from the degree
of freedom counting in appendix B). Labelling this family of solutions by an integer h =
1; : : : ; s, the helicity raising operator components and spinor elds are:
B
(s 1)
h = h a
((s h) (h 1)) ; 	( h)(s)(s) = h a((s h) (h) (s) ) e
i kx ; (5.15)
where h is a coupling constant of dimension 1   h (by denition, 1 = 1), and a(s h) is
a totally symmetric constant spinor of dimension h s2 which satises a(s h)
(s h) 6= 0.
With the proviso that a(s h) scales with the opposite little group weight to (s h), it
follows that 	
( h)
(s)(s) has helicity  h.
The helicity lowering components associated with growing modes are also easily de-
duced from appendix B, but since these are not admissible scattering states we will not
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treat them explicitly here. The positive helicity states are derived in a similar manner,
with a helicity raising operator AB(s 1) determining a spin-s CHS eld via:
e B _(s+1) = AB(s 1) ~ _(s+1) ei kx ; D _e B(s 1) _(s+1) = 0 ; (5.16)
subject to the constraint
i ~ _1 A
_1B(s 2) +
@
@1
A1
B(s 2) = 0 : (5.17)
As in the negative helicity case, this allows us to solve for all of the components of AB(s 1)
in terms of a set of symmetric spinors,
AB(s 1) $
n
~A; ~A
_ ; ~A
_1 _2 ; : : : ; ~A
_(s 1)
o
; (5.18)
via the relations
A(k)
_(s k 1) =
kX
jIj=0

  i
2
jIj
~ _I (I
@k jIj ~A _I _(s k 1)
@k I)
: (5.19)
The s independent scattering states, labelled by their integer helicity h = 1; : : : ; s are then
given by:
~A
_(s 1)
h = h ~a
( _(s h) ~ _(h 1)) ; e	(h)
_(s) _(s)
= h ~a( _(s h) ~ _(h) ~ _(s) ) e
i kx ; (5.20)
with ~a
_(s h) a totally symmetric constant spinor of dimension h s2 obeying
~a _(s h)~
_(s h) 6= 0.
5.2 3-point amplitudes of CHS theory
The twistor-spinor representation for CHS elds allows us to write expressions for all of
the tree-level 3-point amplitudes of the theory. Once again, these 3-point amplitudes are
either MHV or MHV. There are only mild constraints on the allowed spins of the external
states: if particles 2 and 3 have the same helicity sign (positive for MHV and negative for
MHV), then the spins of the three external states must obey:
s1  s2; s3 ; s1  s2 + s3 : (5.21)
For spins satisfying these constraints, the 3-point MHV amplitude reads:
M3  N (s)

(s2   1)!
(s1   s3)! A
BK(AJ
2
~C3BK

B1AI A
AI J )
3
[2 3]s1+2
[1 2]s1 s2+1 [3 1]s2

+( 1)s2+s3 s1 (s3   1)!
(s1   s2)! A
BK(AI J K
3
~C2BK

B1AI A
AJ+K)
2
[2 3]s1+2
[1 2]s3 [3 1]s1 s3+1

;
(5.22)
where the spin s1 particle has negative helicity, the spin s2 and spin s3 particles have
positive helicity, multi-index labels obey
jIj = s1   1 ; jJ j = s1   s3 ; jKj = s2 + s3   s1   1 ; (5.23)
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and
N (s) := 1
(s2 + s3   s1   1)! (5.24)
is a spin-dependent normalisation constant. In (5.22), we have stripped o an overall factor
of the dimensionless CHS coupling constant " as well as an overall momentum conserving
delta function.
The only ingredients in this formula are the twistor `polarizations' of each external
particle
B1A(s1 1) ; A
B(s2 1)
2 ; A
B(s3 1)
3 ; (5.25)
powers of the momentum space dierential operator ~Ci A dened by (3.33), and contractions
of the on-shell momentum spinors of each external particle.12 As expected, (5.22) has the
appropriate mass dimension for a scattering amplitude in a conformally invariant theory,
and is linear in each particle's twistor polarization.
The amplitudes for specic helicity congurations of the external states are read o
from this formula by inserting the appropriate twistor polarizations. For instance, us-
ing (5.15), (5.20) it is easy to see that the conguration in which each external state has
helicity si leads to vanishing amplitudes:
M3( s1; s2; s3) = 0 : (5.26)
This is in line with the claim that the S-matrix of standard two-derivative massless HS
states in CHS theory vanishes [11, 12, 23].
However, it is easy to see that there are other helicity congurations which lead
to non-vanishing amplitudes. Consider the family of MHV amplitudes with the helic-
ity conguration ( hs1 ; s2; s3), where the negative helicity can take any of the values
 hs1 =  1; : : : ; s1. From (5.22), it can be seen that
M3( hs1 ; s2; s3) = 0 ; 8 hs1 = 2; : : : ; s1 ; (5.27)
while a non-vanishing amplitude is obtained for hs1 = 1:
M3( 1s1 ; s2; s3) = " s2 s3 K
[2 3]s2+s3+1
[1 2]s3 s2+1 [3 1]s2 s3+1
(4)
 
3X
i=1
i~i
!
: (5.28)
Here, there is an overall spin-dependent numerical factor
K := N (s)

1
2 i
s1 1
( 1)s1 s3 (s2   1)!
(s1   s3)! + ( 1)
s2 (s3   1)!
(s1   s2)!

; (5.29)
and we have used the normalisation
a
(s1 1)
1 1(s1 1) = 1 ; (5.30)
for the dimension 1 s12 constant spinor a
(s1 1)
1 dening the helicity  1 mode of the spin
s1 eld.
12Recall that only `anti-holomorphic' square bracket contractions can appear in the MHV amplitude, as
all angle bracket contractions vanish.
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6 Scattering in AdS background
The underlying conformal invariance of CHS theory suggests that it should be possible to
study `scattering' of CHS elds on a background with a cosmological constant  6= 0. In
a de Sitter ( > 0) background, the analogue of a scattering amplitude is not uniquely
dened (cf. [64{66]). There is a mathematically consistent S-matrix propagating data from
past to future innity, but its elements are physically unobservable. Alternatively, one
can dene `scattering' in terms of the in-in formalism on the observable patch of dS. By
contrast, in an anti-de Sitter ( < 0) background the notion of `scattering' is uniquely
dened in terms of boundary correlation functions.
For clarity, let us focus on an AdS4 background with  < 0, where the analogue of
a tree-level scattering amplitude is again dened in terms of a multi-linear piece of the
classical action, evaluated on solutions to the linearised equations of motion with specied
boundary behaviour. It should be noted that, at tree-level, AdS amplitudes obtained in
this fashion are easily related to those obtained from the in-in formalism on dS space by an
analytic continuation [66]. In any theory with (classical) conformal invariance, calculating
such AdS `amplitudes' at tree-level is equivalent to calculating the amplitude in a at
half-space (cf. [67]). In other words, the calculation of an AdS scattering amplitude in a
conformally invariant theory is the same as in at space, up to boundary conditions.
For a higher-derivative theory like CHS, the altered boundary conditions of AdS have
important consequences. First of all, our classication of scattering states on a Minkowski
background used the criteria that such states lead to amplitudes supported on momentum
conservation. But AdS scattering amplitudes never manifest full momentum conservation
as there is no global space-like Killing vector when  < 0. Instead, one expects momen-
tum conservation only in the directions parallel to the AdS boundary; conservation in the
direction transverse to the boundary is replaced by a singularity in the transverse mo-
menta (cf. [66{69]). This means that our denition of a scattering state in AdS should be
amended to be any solution to the free equations (linearised around AdS4) which leads to
nite multi-linear pieces of the action, consistent with momentum conservation up to the
AdS isometries.
The second consequence is that there is a new dimensionful parameter  in play which
was not available in Minkowski space. As we will see, this parameter allows us to construct
new solutions to the linearised equations of motion which vanish in the at space limit.
As above, we rst discuss the case of the conformal gravity before generalising to the
full CHS theory. Consider AdS4 with the metric:
13
ds2 =
dx _ dx
 _
(1 + x2)2
; (6.1)
where  < 0 is the cosmological constant. In these coordinates, the AdS4 boundary is
the hypersurface (3-sphere) 1 + x2 = 0 in the ane Minkowski space charted by x _.
13This slightly non-standard looking AdS4 metric is just the analytic continuation !   of the standard
S4 metric, up to a rescaling of coordinates to take into account that jj = 3R 2 instead of 1
4
R 2 in terms
of the radius R of the sphere.
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Working in the coordinates (6.1) is advantageous as there is a manifest and smooth at
space limit given by simply taking  ! 0. In this limit, the hypersurface 1 + x2 = 0
approaches the conformal boundary I of Minkowski space.
In this metric, the twistor connection for AdS4 reads
D _ = r _ + (A _)BC = r _ +
 
0  
_
_
   _ _ 0
!
; (6.2)
where r _ is the Levi-Civita connection of (6.1). The linearised Bach equations for neg-
ative and positive helicity free elds are expressed via the action of this connection on
twistor-spinors as before:
D
_ A = D
 _
 
 _
	
!
= 0 ; D
_e A _ _ _ = D _
 e	 _ _ _ _
~ _ _ _
!
= 0 : (6.3)
In terms of the components of the twistor spinors, these equations are equivalent to
r _ _ = 0 ; r _	    _ = 0 ; (6.4)
r _ e	 _ _ _ _   ~ _ _ _ = 0 ; r _~ _ _ _ = 0 : (6.5)
As in Minkowski space, these relations can be used to eliminate the elds  _ and ~ _ _ _
leaving only the usual linearised Bach equations in terms of the Weyl spinors
r _r _	 = 0 = r _r _ e	 _ _ _ _ : (6.6)
Although the twistor-spinor formalism carries over to AdS4, our previous basis of momen-
tum eigenstate solutions does not. To see this, it is useful to exploit the conformal atness
of AdS4 to rewrite the equations (6.4) { (6.5) in ane Minkowski coordinates (cf. [70]). For
the negative helicity sector one nds (the positive helicity sector is given by the obvious
conjugation)
@
_ _ +
2 
1 + x2

x _ 
_
   x _  _

= 0 ; (6.7)
@
_	   2 
1 + x2
x
_ 	 =

_

1 + x2
; (6.8)
where all spinor indices are now raised and lowered with the usual Levi-Civita symbols. As
in at space, we want to classify linearly independent solutions to these coupled equations
of plane wave form, encoded by a twistor-spinor
 A = BA  e
i kx ; (6.9)
where BA is a helicity lowering operator.
Of course, the 2-derivative Einstein graviton solution remains for  < 0, although the
helicity lowering operator picks up a non-trivial dotted component (cf. (3.25))
Einstein: BA = 
 
2x _ 


!
: (6.10)
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Similarly, the spin-1 mode is given by a deformation of its at space form (3.27)
Spin-1: BA =
 
i
2
~ _ h ai   x _ a
a
!
; (6.11)
where a is the same mass-dimension  12 constant spinor that appeared in (3.27).
However, a straightforward calculation reveals that the mode (3.29) can not be de-
formed into a solution of the equations of motion (6.7){(6.8) when  6= 0. Instead, we nd
an additional spin 2 mode:
Spin-2: BA = 
 
x _ 
i
2 x
2 
!
: (6.12)
Although this mode has quadratic polynomial dependence on the space-time coordinates,
it does not make sense to refer to it as a `growing' mode in AdS4. Indeed, on the AdS
boundary x2 =   1 the curvature associated with this mode is perfectly nite.14
At this point, it is clear that Minkowski space is a singular background from the
perspective of perturbative conformal gravity: the spin two mode (6.12) disappears in
the at space limit, where it is replaced by the growing mode (3.29) which exists only
when  = 0. This is a reection of the well-known `linearization instability' of conformal
gravity [71]. The truncation to scattering states in Minkowski space removes precisely
these problematic modes from the external states of well-dened amplitudes. However, it
may be the case that the space of scattering states is enlarged away from  = 0 to include
the spin 2 states (6.12).
Having obtained a basis of linearised states on AdS4, one can now consider their
`scattering.' We leave a more general analysis of this problem to future work, but conjecture
that the 3-point amplitude expressions (4.1), (4.6) remain valid in AdS4, up to potential
boundary contributions to the AdS amplitude. To support this conjecture, we consider
the scattering of three Einstein modes; the on-shell relationship between conformal gravity
with Neumann boundary conditions and the (renormalized) Einstein-Hilbert action [33, 72]
indicates that this should produce a result which is proportional to the Minkowski space
scattering amplitudes of Einstein gravity, where the constant of proportionality is .
At rst, it may seem that the twistor polarization (6.10) for an Einstein mode is
unsuitable for our 3-point amplitude formulae. These are momentum space formulae,
but the twistor polarization of the Einstein mode is now a function of x as well as the
momenta. Fortunately, this can be rectied by remembering that the twistor polarizations
| interpreted as helicity lowering/raising operators | should be thought of as acting on
momentum eigenstates. This means that we can replace the linear x-dependence in (6.10)
with a momentum space derivative. The resulting positive and negative helicity Einstein
polarizations are then
AA = 
 
~ _
 2i  @@
!
; BA = 
 
 2i  @
@~ _

!
; (6.13)
which are suitable for evaluation in the formulae (4.1), (4.6).
14Note that the above spin-1 (6.11) and spin-2 (6.12) modes taken together represent the well-known
partially-massless graviton mode [21] that has only scalar gauge invariance and thus carries 5   1 = 4
eective degrees of freedom.
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In the MHV conguration of (4.1), note that
A2  eC3 = [2 3]  2  @
@3
@
@2

; B1 A3 =  2 i 2
 
~ _3
@
@~ _1
+ 1
@
@3
!
;
(6.14)
and similarly for contractions with dierent particle labels. Feeding these into (4.1), one
obtains
M3 (1 ; 2+; 3+) =  2i 3 "

[2 3]  2

@
@3
@
@2

[2 3]5
[1 2]2 [3 1]2
+

[3 2]  2

@
@2
@
@3

[2 3]5
[1 2]2 [3 1]2

(4)
 
3X
i=1
i~i
!
; (6.15)
since -derivatives in the B A contractions do not contribute. The remaining dierential
operators act only on the overall 4-momentum delta function, which means that we can
make the replacement
@
@3
@
@2

=
[3 2]
2
@
@K _
@
@K _
; K _ := (1 ~1 + 2 ~2 + 3 ~3)
 _ : (6.16)
The wave operator in the total momenta can be denoted by K = @@K _
@
@K _
. This reduces
the expression for the MHV amplitude on AdS4 to
M3 (1 ; 2+; 3+) =  4i 3 "
[2 3]6
[1 2]2 [3 1]2
(1 + K) (4)
 
3X
i=1
i~i
!
: (6.17)
Note that the leading coecient of  is precisely the at space MHV 3-point amplitude
of Einstein gravity, as required by the embedding of Einstein gravity inside the conformal
gravity. Also, the dierential operator (1 + K) explicitly breaks 4-momentum conser-
vation, as expected for AdS amplitudes. It is easy to see that this is compatible with the
metric (6.1), conrming that the Einstein gravitons within the conformal gravity are good
AdS scattering states.
This gives an additional perspective on the vanishing of the amplitudes for the Einstein
sector of conformal gravity in Minkowski space, which arises by taking the  ! 0 limit
of (6.17). In other words, the tree-level S-matrix of conformal gravity evaluated on Einstein
states is zero in an interesting way: it is zero times the tree-level S-matrix of the Einstein
theory. More generally, the normalised amplitude
iM3 (1 ; 2+; 3+)
4" 2 
=
[2 3]6
[1 2]2 [3 1]2
(1 + K) (4)
 
3X
i=1
i~i
!
; (6.18)
agrees with a formula obtained for the `bulk contribution' to the 3-point MHV amplitude
of Einstein gravity in AdS4 [73, 74]. This `bulk contribution' does not include boundary
contributions to the full AdS amplitude, but manifests a smooth at space limit, where
such boundary contributions decouple [75].
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For completeness, the MHV 3-point AdS amplitude evaluated on Einstein states is
given by the obvious helicity conjugate of (6.17)
M3 (1+; 2 ; 3 ) =  4i 3 "
h2 3i6
h1 2i2 h3 1i2 (1 + K) 
(4)
 
3X
i=1
i~i
!
; (6.19)
obtained by evaluating (4.6) on the polarizations (6.13).
A similar phenomenon occurs for the `scattering' of general CHS elds on an AdS4
background. Ignoring the rest of the spectrum, the two-derivative helicity s states of
CHS theory are represented on AdS by the twistor polarizations:
AA(s 1) = s
 
~ _(s 1)
( 2i )s 1 @s 1
@(s 1)
!
; BA(s 1) = s
 
( 2i )s 1 @s 1
@~ _(s 1)
(s 1)
!
; (6.20)
where s is the dimension 1 s coupling associated with a massless spin-s eld. Evaluating
the MHV 3-point formula (5.22) on these polarizations results in:
M3 ( s1; s2; s3) = s1 1 " s1s2s3
n(s) [2 3]s1+s2+s3
[1 2]s1 s2+s3 [3 1]s1+s2 s3
 (1 + K)s2+s3 s1 1 (4)
 
3X
i=1
i~i
!
; (6.21)
with the spin-dependent normalisation
n(s) :=
 
1 + ( 1)s2+s3 s1 ( 2 i)s1 1
(s2 + s3   s1   1)!
(s1   s2 + s3   1)! (s1 + s2   s3   1)!
(s1   s2)! (s1   s3)! :
(6.22)
This matches the result found in [12] for the AdS4 3-point MHV amplitude, and is pro-
portional to the at space 3-point amplitude for massless two-derivative higher spin elds.
The overall constant factor s1 1 suggests that there may be a way to isolate the tree-
level S-matrix of a massless higher spin theory within the AdS amplitudes of CHS theory,
analogous to the embedding of the Einstein gravity inside of the conformal gravity.
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A Helicity structure of conformal graviton modes
Here we give some details concerning the claim in section 2.2 that the helicity decomposition
of on-shell conformal graviton states is gauge-dependent at the level of the (linearised) met-
ric.
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Consider Aab and Bab from (2.15) in a particular frame, where k
a = (!; 0; 0; !) and
choose the unit time-like vector as na = (1; 0; 0; 0). Helicity is then determined by the
behaviour under rotations in the plane transverse to x3:
R =
0BBB@
1 0 0 0
0 cos  sin  0
0   sin  cos  0
0 0 0 1
1CCCA :
Introduce the helicity basis tensors:
T =
0BBB@
0 0 0 0
0 1 i 0
0 i  1 0
0 0 0 0
1CCCA ; T =
0BBB@
0 1 i 0
1 0 0 0
i 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1CCCA ; ~T =
0BBB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 i
0 1 i 0
1CCCA : (A.1)
These satisfy:
RTRT = e2iT ; RTRT = eiT ; R ~TRT = ei ~T ; (A.2)
indicating that T and ~T represent helicity 1 tensors, while T are helicity 2 tensors.
Choosing the conformal gauge (2.12), (2.16), specializing to the above momentum
frame and xing the residual gauge (2.17), one nds that
Aab =
 
A++T++ +A  T  
ab
+
 
A+T+ +A T 
ab
;
Bab =
 
B++T++ +B  T  
ab
; (A.3)
where A++, A  , B++, B   and A are 6 free independent polarization constants.
Doing the same in the TT gauge (2.18), (2.19), (2.20) leads to
Aab =
 
A++T++ +A  T  
ab
+

A+(T+   ~T+) +A (T    ~T )
ab
;
Bab =
 
B++T++ +B  T  
ab   2i! A+(T+ + ~T+) +A (T  + ~T )ab : (A.4)
While in the conformal gauge (A.3) the helicity 1 states appear only in the oscillatory
A-mode, in the TT gauge (A.4) they are also present in the growing B-mode. Note that it
is also possible to make a gauge choice for which the helicity 1 states appear only in the
growing part of the potential.
B Counting CHS degrees of freedom
In this appendix we demonstrate the counting of on-shell states for the spin-s CHS eld by
working directly with (gauge-invariant) eld strengths. Let us focus, e.g., on the negative
helicity sector. The linearised CHS equations of motion in this sector are (cf. (5.2))
@(s) _(s) 	(s)(s) = 0 ; (B.1)
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with the spinor 	(s)(s) carrying mass dimension +1. Our goal is to count linearly inde-
pendent solutions to these equations; we work in a momentum eigenstate basis and in a
gauge where solutions take a `helicity lowered' form:
	(s)(s) = B((s 1)s)(s)e
i kx : (B.2)
One simple solution is the standard zero-rest-mass eld of helicity  s:
	
( s)
(s)(s) = s (s) (s) e
i kx ; (B.3)
where s is the mass dimension 1   s coupling constant associated with a massless, two-
derivative higher spin eld. Another solution is provided by
	
( 1)
(s)(s) = a((s 1) s (s) ) e
i kx ; (B.4)
where a(s) is a constant totally symmetric spinor of mass dimension 1 s2 which obeys
a(s)
(s) 6= 0. Counting the little group weight in (B.4) indicates that this solution
corresponds to a eld of helicity  1.
It is now easy to see that a family of s purely oscillatory solutions is built by taking:
	
( h)
(s)(s) = h a((s h) (h) (s) ) e
i kx ; h = 1; : : : ; s ; (B.5)
where h has mass dimension 1   h and the constant spinor a(s h) has mass dimension
h s
2 and obeys a(s h)
(s h) 6= 0. Each such solution is purely oscillatory, and 	( h)
corresponds to a eld of helicity  h. These are precisely the s negative helicity scattering
states of CHS eld of spin s.
This leaves us to account for the s(s 1)2 growing states which must make up the re-
mainder of the negative helicity sector. To do this, we rst construct the solution of (B.4)
with the highest possible polynomial growth:
	
g( s)
(s)(s) = ((s) 1 x(s 1) )
_(s 1) ~ _(s 1) ei kx ; (B.6)
where ~ _(s 1) has mass dimension s 12 and is constrained so that ~ _(s 1)~
_(s 1) 6= 0.
Counting little group weights tells us that this is a eld of helicity  s. A further s   2
helicity  s growing elds can be constructed by replacing powers of x with insertions of .
As the number of insertions of  increases, the growth of the eld weakens. For example,
the helicity  s mode with O(xs l) growth is given by:
	
g( s)
(s)(s) = l((s) (l) x(s l) )
_(s 2) ~ _(s l) ei kx ; (B.7)
for ~ _s l of mass dimension s l2 . As 1  l  s  1, it is clear that there are in total s  1
growing modes of helicity  s.
A similar method works for growing modes of helicities  h for 2  h < s. In each
case, we simply have to count the number of ways in which the s-tuple of spinor indices
(s) can be partitioned among , a, or x
_ ~ _ insertions. The construction terminates
at helicity  2, with a single growing eld of the form
	
g( 2)
(s)(s) = ((s) 1 a(s 2) xs)
_ ~ _ e
i kx : (B.8)
At each stage, we see that there are h  1 distinct forms for the growing mode of helicity
 h, conrming formula (2.33) presented above.
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C Deriving 3-point amplitudes from twistor space
The 3-point amplitude formulae presented in this paper can be derived in a systematic
way from the formulation of CHS theory in twistor space [10, 12]. Here, we review the
derivation of the MHV 3-point amplitude. This proceeds from the formulation of the self-
dual sector of CHS theory in terms of an action functional on twistor space PT, which
is an open subset of the three-dimensional complex projective space CP3, charted with
homogeneous coordinates ZA = ( _; ). The variational data for this twistor action are
cohomology classes
gA(s 1) 2 H1(PT;O( s  3)) ; fA(s 1) 2 H1(PT;O(s  1)) ; (C.1)
which encode the ASD and SD d.o.f. of a spin s CHS eld.
In [10, 12], it was shown that the SD sector of interacting CHS theory is described in
twistor space by the action functional:
SSD[g; f ] =
Z
PT
D3Z ^
1X
jIj=0
gAI ^NAI ; (C.2)
where D3Z is the holomorphic volume form on PT, and
NAI = @fAI +
jIjX
jJ j=0
1X
jKj=0
 
jJ j+ jKj
jJ j
!
fBK(AJ ^ @
jKjfAI J )
@ZBK
: (C.3)
The MHV 3-point amplitude is given by extracting the cubic part of this action:Z
PT
D3Z ^ g1AI ^
"
(jJ j+ jKj)!
jKj! jJ j! f
BK(AJ
2 ^
@jKjfAI J )3
@ZBK
+
(jIj   jJ j)!
jKj! (jIj   jJ j   jKj)! f
BK(AI J K
3 ^
@jKjfAJ+K)3
@ZBK
#
; (C.4)
with the multi-indices taking values
jIj = s1   1 ; jJ j = s1   s3 ; jKj = s2 + s3   s1   1 ;
in terms of the spins of the external states.
To arrive at a purely momentum space expression, (C.4) is evaluated on the momentum
eigenstates:
g1A(s1 1) = B1A(s1 1)
Z
dt1 t
s1+2
1
2(1   t1 ) ei t1 [ 1] (C.5)
f
B(si 1)
i = A
B(si 1)
i
Z
dti
tsii
2(i   ti ) ei ti [ i] ; i = 2; 3 : (C.6)
It is easy to see that the action of twistor derivatives on these momentum eigenstates is
@jKjfAI J )3
@ZBK
= ~C3BK A
AI J
3
Z
dt3
t
s3 jKj
3
2(3   t3 ) ei t3 [ 3] ; (C.7)
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where ~CBK is the momentum space operator (3.33). This enables us to express the ampli-
tude as:
N (s)
Z
dt2 dt3
ts22 t
s3
3

(s2   1)!
(s1   s3)! A
BK(AJ
2
~C3BK B1AI A
AI J )
3 t
jKj
3
+( 1)s2+s3 s1 (s3   1)!
(s1   s2)! A
BK(AI J K
3
~C2BK B1AI A
AJ+K)
2 t
jKj
2

(2)(2 + t2 1)
 (2)(3   t3 1) (2)(~1 + t2 ~2 + t3 ~3) ; (C.8)
where the overall projective scale has been used to x t1 = 1, and the integrals over twistor
coordinates d2 d2 have been performed. At this point, the remaining integrals over dt2,
dt3 can be done against the delta functions 
(2)(~1 + t2 ~2 + t3 ~3) to x
t2 =
[3 1]
[2 3]
; t3 =
[1 2]
[2 3]
:
The result of this procedure is precisely the formula (5.22) for the MHV amplitude in
momentum space.
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